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so, the gun control side clearly had the stronger side. they had all of the money and the organizations; the nra and the
american civil liberty union. but when you look at the organizations, the nra is like a professional sports team. they have

millions of members, they have huge staffs, and they have lots of money. and the other side is just regular families,
moms, dads and kids. and how were those people doing? they were doing well enough that they could afford to invest
money in legal representation, but they werent as well organized or on the ground as the nra. i mean, the gun control

side had organizations. they had the national stunt double association and they had lots of organizations, but they
werent as well organised or as well connected as the nra. so, if i wanted to find out the real weakness on the gun control

side, i was going to have to visit some mom and dad gun control groups and talk to some of them. so, i started doing
that. and, i spent a lot of time in gun owners groups. you know, its fun to just walk around with a camera and talk to
people about their fears, their knowledge and their vision. its not like i just wandered around and started talking to

people, though. a lot of the time i met people at gun shows. they were just, like me, fellow victims of the keene murder. i
would get up early in the morning and hang around the nra booth at these gun shows. and then, i would meet other gun

control advocates as well as people who werent really sure of what side they stood on. i would start talking to people,
and they would start talking to me and say, well, we came here to this gun show because we heard what happened to

those people in keene and were interested in what they were doing.
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the original release of the tool was
made available as a private project by

the threat actors as part of a larger
global operation. in order to keep the

vulnerability under control, the authors
released it under the gplv2, allowing
the original developer to modify and
distribute it as he wished. as a result,
the tool has gained a wide distribution

base, which was further enhanced
when the authors released a version
available for free, as well as a version
with a full cracked version included. it

was not until a few months ago that the
developers of drevitalize released a

version of the tool available for
download on their web page, as well as
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other repositories, that was updated to
version 2.42, which adds the

functionality of a pgp signature to the
binary. due to the low cost of a pgp

signature, it is not included in the main
binary of drevitalize light version 2.42.
this is a one-time cost. due to the poor
results obtained in the initial analysis of

the binary, we cannot say if the
developers are somehow related to the
original developers of drevitalize or if
they are a completely different group.

however, it is clear that the new
version of the tool was not publicly

available at the time the original one
was released, and the only indication
that the tool is still in use is the fact

that it has been put into the public dns
cache of the tor project. the developers

responsible for the crack version of
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drevitalize light are not publicly known.
according to the website hosting the
crack, the authors of the crack are

"crikey" and "crackerz" from russia. the
original developer of the tool is "rsa
security" and the original project is

"revitalize-dex". 5ec8ef588b
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